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ABSTRACT:A tourism management system is a software application that helps tourism businesses manage their 

operations more efficiently. Available to travel agencies, tour operators, hotels, resorts and other businesses in the 

tourism industry. 

This system typically contains several modules that allow a company to manage various aspects of its operations such 

as bookings, reservations, inventory, pricing and customer information. The Reservations module allows businesses to 

manage customer reservations and reservations, assign seats or rooms, and track room availability. The Inventory 

module manages the availability of various products or services offered by the company such as: B. Travel packages, 

hotel rooms, rental cars, or activities.The Pricing module allows businesses to set and manage prices (discounts, 

promotions, special offers, etc.) for their products and services. The Customer Information module allows businesses to 

manage customer data such as contact information, preferences and purchase history to provide personalized 

experiences and improve customer retention.In addition, tourism management systems may include functionality to 

manage marketing campaigns, generate reports, and analyze data to improve business performance. The Marketing 

module allows businesses to create and manage marketing campaigns to reach potential customers through various 

channels such as email, social media, and paid advertising. The reporting module allows companies to generate reports 

on various aspects of their business, such as: B. Sales, customer base, or marketing performance. The Data Analytics 

module enables businesses to analyze data to identify trends, patterns, and opportunities for improvement.By 

implementing a tourism management system, businesses can reduce manual work, improve efficiency and provide a 

better experience for their customers. The system can also help companies make informed decisions based on data 

analysis, which can lead to increased sales and profitability. Overall, a well-designed tourism management system can 

be a valuable asset for any business in the tourism industry.. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Our proposed Tourism Management Sysem has several advantages due to its user-friendly data base. One key 

benefit is its scalability. The systrm have an contact support which is more efficient then other systems . This ensures that 

the support remains fast and efficient. Our platform is designed to help tourism operators manage their operations more 

efficiently and provide a better experience for their customers. Our system includes multiple modules that allow 

businesses to manage different aspects of their operations such as reservations, inventory, pricing and customer 

information. For firms in the tourism sector looking to streamline processes and enhance client satisfaction, our website 

offers a complete solution. Businesses may cut back on manual labour, boost productivity, and boost profits by utilising 

our platform. Our platform is also made to assist organisations in making defensible decisions based on data analysis, 

which can improve organisational performance.The competition in the tourist sector, which is one of the sectors with the 
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fastest growth rates worldwide, has never been higher. Our website for the tourism management system recognises the 

value of offering a complete solution to support the success of tourism-related enterprises in the current competitive 

environment.Our platform is made to assist companies in running their operations more successfully and giving 

customers a better experience.We are aware of the difficulties faced by enterprises involved in the tourism industry, and 

we have built our platform to provide an effective, user-friendly solution to these difficulties. Our platform can help you 

manage your operations more effectively and give your customers a better experience whether you are a small tour 

company 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

 

In the existing system, each task is carried out manually and processing is also a tedious job. In previous system 

travelers were maintaining time table details manually in pen and paper, which was time taking and costly. The 

travelers is not able to achieve its need in time and also the results may not accurate. Because of the manual 

maintenance there are number of difficulties and drawbacks exist in the system. Some of them are- 

 

 Drawbacks of the Existing System: 

 Increased transaction leads to increased source document and hence maintenance becomes difficult. 

 If any admin, user entry is wrongly made then the maintenance becomes very difficult.. 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

The proposed system is designed to be more efficient than manual systems. You'll see all the basic tasks  currently 

being done manually, many records can be searched and displayed without taking much time. The proposed system is 

a fully computerized application.   

 

Benefits of the Proposed System:  
• Provides Accurate Information  
• Simplifies Manual Work  
• Minimizes Documentation Effort  
• Provides Alerts Friendly environment by the way.  
•Can provide traveler information   
•Reservation Confirmation Notice  
 

Module  
1. Administrator Authentication  
This module is mainly based on Admin, the system checks and authenticates the administrator's username and 

password. After confirming the approval, the administrator can proceed with the process. All work is under his 

control.  

2. User Registration  
This module contains registration details for users who can register themselves by adding data such as name, 

password and email id. After registering, you can log in with your username and password.  

3. Packing  
Administrators can create packages by creating packages on the page where type, price, details, location details and 

all  details of the travel package can be added here. What you see on the home page. 

4. Package Booking  
This module manages travel package bookings by users by selecting different packages with dates and specific 

comments.  

5. Reservation Confirmation/Operation  
Reservation Confirmation is the process of confirming the package booked by the administrator and the package 

booked by the user with dates and comments. Administrators can also manage bookings with cancellations.  

 6. Ticketing  
Tickets can be issued to users on the ticketing page of the user's home page. Only certain reservation packages can be 

issued. 
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IV. INPUT DESIGN AND OUTPUT DESIGN 

 

Input Plan changes over the user-oriented inputs to computer-based groups. Wrong input information are the foremost 

common cause of mistakes in information handling. Mistake information entered by the information administrator can be 

controlled by the input plan. The objective of designing input is to create the information section simple, coherent and as free 

from blunders as much as possible.  

 The proposed framework is totally menu-driven. It could be a powerful apparatus for intelligently plan. It makes a 

difference the client comprehend the extend of options accessible additionally  prevents them from making an invalid choice. 

All section screens are intelligently in nature. It has been outlined taking under consideration all the imperatives of the end-

user.  

 

 A few other highlights included are:  

 

 The frame title clearly states the reason of the shape  

 Satisfactory space is given for information passage  

 Information Approval is done for dispensing with copy sections  

 Yields are the foremost imperative and direct source of data to the client and administration. Shrewdly yield plan will 

progress the system's relationship with the client and offer assistance in choice making. Yields are utilized to form changeless 

difficult duplicate of the comes about for afterward interview. The yield produced by the framework is frequently respected as 

the criteria for assessing the execution of the framework. The yield plan was based on the taking after variables.  

  Convenience deciding the different yields to be printed to the system user.  

  Separating between the yields to be shown and those to be printed.  

  The arrange for the introduction of the output.  

 

 For the proposed framework, it is fundamental that the yield ought to be consistent with the existing manual reports. The 

yields have been organized with this thought in intellect. The yields are gotten after all the stage, from the framework can be 

shown or can be created within the difficult duplicate. The difficult duplicate is exceedingly favored since it can be utilized by 

the controller area for future reference and it can be utilized for keeping up the record  

 

Admin Control Panel 
 .   

 
Figure 1: Login page for Admin   Figure 2: Login page for Admin successful 

 

 
Figure 3: Creating package    Figure 4: Creating package successful 
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Figure5: manage booking approve or cancel                        Figure6: manage booking approve or cancel 

 

User Control Panel 
 

   
Figure 7: user sign in   Figure 8: user sign in successful 

 

Figure 9: user package booking   Figure 10: user package booking successful 

 

Figure 11: user package booking history 
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V. CONCLUSION  

 

This web application has been successfully created and all the travel management sightseeing package booking, 

creation management and tour details are stored in the database using this application. The application is very well 

tested and bugs are properly fixed. Testing also revealed that the system performed satisfactorily. It will produce all the 

required output. This system therefore provides an easy way to automate all functions of consumption. It helps if this 

application is implemented with low consumption. The project can be further improved so that the website works in a 

much more attractive and convenient way than the current one.We have found that the application works well and 

meets our requirements. The application is well tested and bugs are well debugged. It also works as a file share between 

valuable resources. 
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